Instructions
Imagine you are the host of a cooking show in Italy. Write the script for and then present a segment, in which you demonstrate how to make a simple dish.

1. Check the Internet and cookbooks to find a simple and authentic version of the recipe.

2. Write the script:
- an introduction to the recipe
- an explanation of the ingredients needed
- instructions for each step of the recipe (use the correct imperative form)
- a presentation of the finished dish

3. Plan where you will make the dish:
- at home
- at school

4. Plan how your cooking segment will be recorded:
- on video with a camcorder
- photos of each step using a digital camera, which you can use to illustrate your spoken presentation in class

5. Perform your script and make the dish.

6. Prepare your cooking segment for the audience:
- edit the video to make your show of a suitable duration and good pace
- insert photos into a slideshow presentation to accompany your script

7. Present the cooking segment to your audience. Perhaps you can bring the finished dish to class for tasting!

Benvenuti in cucina! Oggi preparamo gli spaghetti alla carbonara. È molto facile!

Gli ingredienti sono: 100 grammi di pancetta, 100 grammi di pecorino, tre uova, 300 grammi di spaghetti, olio d'oliva, sale e pepe.

Fate friggere la pancetta per circa due minuti.